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Activities

Pako is doing his
homework.
Can you help him?
Fill in the correct numbers:

example:
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Enter your
events free of
charge!
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(find answers on page 22)

Activities

Animal Rescue
1

Pako and his team are on a rescue mission to help animals in need.
They are on the way to free animals from plastic waste.
You can help by identifying the correct shadow of each animal - to
detangle the animal.
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Good
to know

Did you know?

Dog noses work best when damp because scent particles stick better to damp surfaces.
Wet noses are cooler
Wet noses have another advantage. They help keep a dog cool. Dogs dissipate some heat through their
foot pads and by panting, but utilize the nasal passages as a cooling mechanism, too.

Did you know?
If your dalmation seems to be ignoring you, it could just be because it can’t hear you. Around 30
percent of all dalmatians are inflicted with deafness (either on one ear or on both ears) as a result of
their spotted markings. Breeding dogs with this coat can lead to a lack of mature melanocytes (melanin
producing cells) in the inner ear. Without these, dogs can become hard of hearing. Dogs with larger
patches of black are less likely to be deaf.

Did you know?

Both huskies and malamutes are a double-coated breed, meaning they have two layers of fur. The first
layer, closest to the skin, is what we call their undercoat. It’s made up of fine, fluffy, and short hairs.
This is the fur that sheds. This layer is responsible for insulating the dog by trapping air. You should
never shave a husky.
The second layer is what we call the topcoat. It’s made up of courser, tougher guard hairs, true to their
name they do just that, they guard your dog from the UV rays and insects. The dogs were given a coat
capable of keeping them both warm in the winter and cool in the summer. Shaving your snow dog’s coat
does much more harm than good. Owners shaving their dogs coat is a major cause of heat stroke. The
only time your dogs coat should be shaved, is for medical reasons.
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Happy Pets
2
1

NEUTER
OR SPAY YOUR
DOG. Millions of

pets are euthanized
each year because of pet
overpopulation. If you do
not have your dog spayed
or neutered you may be
contributing to this
problem.

SOCIALIZE YOUR
DOG. Gradually introduce

your dog to new people and
environments. Exposing them to a
variety of people and places will help
them be more comfortable with the
world around them.
Socialization is a slow process, so
don’t ask too much of your
dog all at once.
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YOUR YARD
SECURE.
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EXERCISE YOUR
DOG. Your dog needs daily
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exercise for the sake of their
health and well-being.
Without proper exercise and
mental stimulation, your dog will
become bored and many behaviour
problems may arise (like chewing,
excessive barking, jumping,
and hyperactivity).

Obedience training and
socialization classes can help ensure
that your dog will become a wellmannered family and community member.
Training will strengthen your bond with
your pet. If you want to influence the way
your dog behaves, you need to:
- Reward behaviours you like.
- Make sure behaviours you don’t
like aren’t rewarded.
- Don‘t punish your dog.

MAKE
SURE YOUR
DOG ALWAYS
HAS ACCESS TO
FRESH, CLEAN
WATER.

PROVIDE PROPER
IDENTIFICATION. Your

dog should wear a collar at all
times with current identification
to include your name and
phone number. Consider
microchipping your dog for an
added layer of protection.

TRAIN YOUR DOG.

AVOID GIVING YOUR
DOG “PEOPLE FOOD” OR
MEDICINE. Canines have very

9

COMMIT FOR THE
LONG HAUL. When you

decided to get your dog, you
were committing to loving care
for as much as 12 to 15 years
or more. This means doing
everything possible to keep
your dog and care for it.

6

IF YOU SUSPECT
YOUR PET IS
SICK, CALL YOUR VET
IMMEDIATELY. For health-

related questions, always consult
your veterinarian.

different nutritional needs than humans,
so stick to feeding them dog food to ensure
they’re getting a healthy and well-balanced
diet. They also have different medical needs,
so never assume that the remedies that work
for us will work for them. Only give your
dog medicines that have been explicitly
prescribed or approved by a vet. Many
human drugs (over-the-counter or
prescription) can kill your dog.
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Make sure your dog‘s vaccinations
are up to date!
Deworm your dog
regularly!
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Bat-eared fox
Fill in the missing words:
at

© Günter Dain

Another method for staying cool is to
only explore __________. Bat-eared
foxes are ________. They spend most
of the day resting in burrows, before
emerging after dark to forage and hunt.
________ make up 70% of their diet.
Then there are other tasty treats, such
as dung beetles, ________, scorpions,
beetle larvae and spiders.
The fox forages with its ears pointed
towards the ground. It listens intently
and can hear insects moving beneath
the surface. When prey is close the fox
will stop, listen, then ________!
https://africafreak.com/bat-eared-fox

© Anja Denker

The bat-eared fox has large _______
to scan the ground for insects. The
fox is small but the ears are over 13
centimetres tall. You can spot them
poking above the grass, sensing for
opportunity and danger. These ears
can make up a ________ of a bat-eared
fox’s height!
Of course, enormous ears give this fox
an incredible sense of hearing. Not only
do these foxes pick up on the sounds of
the savannah, they can hear ________
moving underground.
Those peculiar ears have another
function. They are packed with tiny
blood vessels to keep them ________.
It is one of the ultimate examples
of thermoregulation in the animal
kingdom.
________ blood circulates to the ears
where the heat dissipates. This helps
the predator stay cool on some of the
hottest African savannahs.

“It‘s a small
thing to help one
animal, but to
that one animal
it‘s a big thing.“
Gene Baur

nocturnal
grasshoppers
cool
insects
ears
third
warm
termites
dig
at night
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he African bullfrog
is the largest frog
in southern Africa.
Males weigh up to
2kg, but females
are about half this
size. They are found
in Namibia, Angola,
Botswana, Kenya,
Malawi, Mozambique,
South Africa, Swaziland,
Tanzania, Zambia
and Zimbabwe. Male
bullfrogs have an orange
throat and females have
a cream-coloured throat.
Bullfrogs can live to over
45 years old.

can fit inside of their large mouth
including invertebrates, other
species of frogs, small mammals
and birds. They are also cannibals,
meaning they will also eat other
bullfrogs, especially young animals.

W

hen you see many bullfrogs
together in a pond, they are
coming together to breed. Males
fight each other to secure the best
places in the centre of the pond

and then call for females. Their
calls are very loud and at night
you can hear frogs calling from a
breeding pond from very far away.
A female may produce as many as
4,000 eggs at once, which are then
looked after by the male.

E

ggs hatch into tadpoles and
tadpoles will feed on fish,
insects and even other tadpoles.
After three weeks, the tadpoles

metamorphose (turn into an adult
form). If the pond begins to dry
out, the adult male bullfrog looking
after the young will dig a channel
to another, fuller pond, so that the
young animals do not dry out.

B

ullfrogs help humans by eating
termites, ants and other pests,
helping to keep their populations
under control.

A

frican bullfrogs are amazingly
adaptable. They can wait out
dry periods, even for several years,
in underground chambers - this
waiting period is called aestivation.
The ground temperature might
drop below freezing, or reach
temperatures of over 40oC during
this time, however the bullfrogs
survive this. During the wet
season, these frogs will come out
of their underground chambers and
live in temporary flood plains and
seasonal ponds.

B

ullfrogs are carnivorous,
meaning they eat meat, and will
eat any insect or animal that they

Froglet

Adult frog
Adult frog

Tadpoles

Tadpoles
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Rescue
Corner

Ocean
Conservation
Namibia

seals catching entangled
e net.
by hand or with th

Entangled seal - only on
e
of many!

M

y name is Naude Dreyer, and
together with my wife Katja
we founded Ocean Conservation
Namibia at the beginning of 2020.

I

have been working as a kayaking
guide in the area of Pelican Point,
near Walvis Bay for the last 8 years.
Soon after I started, I found a young
seal stuck in a big piece of fishing
net swimming in the water. I got a
friend to help me, and together we
pulled him to the beach and cut him
free. It was a great feeling knowing

that now this animal would be able
to survive.

S

ince then my team and I have
caught over 800 more seals. All
of these seals were stuck in things
like fishing line, nets, packaging
straps, plastic, clothing and even
one that was stuck in a toilet seat!
We use a special net that was built
to catch seals. The net allows us to
catch much bigger seals and also
makes it safer for us. The seals have
big strong jaws, and when held tight,

Catching an adult seal
with the net.
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can get aggressive and try to bite us.

T

he Cape Fur Seals, especially the
pups are very playful animals, a
lot like puppies, and like to play with
whatever they find in the water.
They see loops of fishing line and
make a game of swimming through
these loops. Unfortunately this
playfulness often gets them stuck,
and into serious, life-threatening
trouble.

Opening the net to free
the seal from the fising
line.

C

atching and cutting the seals free
is important work, as it saves
many animal lives, but unfortunately
it is not the solution to the problem.
The problem is that these curious
animals are getting caught in these
things in the first place. We have
a massive problem in our oceans
right now with pollution. People on
ships as well as people on beaches
often just throw away their rubbish
in the ocean without thinking of the
consequences, and it is the animals
that pay the price for this. It is also

not only seals, but dolphins, turtles,
whales, birds and fish that also get
caught and eventually killed by
these actions.

A

s Ocean Conservation Namibia,
we strive to catch and rescue
as many animals as possible,
but more importantly we need to
change the way things are being
done. We need to educate sailors,
fishermen and the Namibian public
about waste disposal, recycling and
more sustainable practices. This will

Happy seal - free and
detangled!

not be an easy task, but we feel very
strongly about this issue and will not
give up the fight.

W

hat can you do? Always
be mindful of your actions.
Remember that every little piece of
plastic you throw away can cause
a potential threat to an innocent
animal. Recycle wherever possible
and never walk past trash without
picking it up. Never go to the beach
without a trash bag!

https://www.ocnamibia.org/
info@ocnamibia.org
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The bat-eared fox has large ears to scan
the ground for insects. The fox is small
but the ears are over 13 centimetres
tall. You can spot them poking above
the grass, sensing for opportunity and
danger. These ears can make up a third
of a bat-eared fox’s height!
Of course, enormous ears give this fox
an incredible sense of hearing. Not
only do these foxes pick up on the
sounds of the savannah, they can hear
insects moving underground.
Those peculiar ears have another
function. They are packed with tiny
blood vessels to keep them cool.
It is one of the ultimate examples
of thermoregulation in the animal
kingdom.
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Warm blood circulates to the ears
where the heat dissipates. This helps
the predator stay cool on some of the
hottest African savannahs.
Another method for staying cool is
to only explore at night. Bat-eared
foxes are nocturnal. They spend most
of the day resting in burrows, before
emerging after dark to forage and hunt.
Termites make up 70% of their diet.
Then there are other tasty treats,
such as dung beetles, grasshoppers,
scorpions, beetle larvae, and spiders.
The fox forages with its ears pointed
towards the ground. It listens intently
and can hear insects moving beneath
the surface. When prey is close the fox
will stop, listen, then dig!

We thank the following schools for taking part at our Pako education project:
Windhoek:
Pionierspark Primary School / Tel: 061 - 242 491
Art Training School / Tel: 081 314 6257
Dagbreek School / Tel: 061 - 227 901
Deutsche Höhere Privatschule Windhoek / Tel: 061 - 373 100
Delta School Windhoek (Primary) / Tel: 061 - 228 536
Kamanjab:
Holy Cross Convent School / Tel: 061 - 235 129
Grootberg Primary School / Tel: 067 - 330 001
Emma Hoogenhout Primary School / Tel: 061 - 238 715
Okahandja:
Mammadu / Tel: 081 359 0608
J.G. van der Wath Secondary School / Tel: 062 - 501 491
St. George‘s Diocesan School / Tel: 061 - 237 456
Otjiwarongo:
St. Paul‘s College / Tel: 061 - 227 783
Privatschule Otjiwarongo / Tel: 067 - 302 913
Waldorf School Windhoek / Tel: 061 - 415 250
Perivoli Okonjima Country School / Tel: 067 - 687 032
Windhoek Afrikaanse Privaatskool / Tel: 061 - 244 219
Swakopmund:
Windhoek Gymnasium / Tel: 061 - 381 450
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Eros Girl School / Tel: 061 - 223 393
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